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Mean Acquisition Time for Noncoherent PN
Sequence Sequential Acquisition Schemes*

Alex W. Lam Sawasd Tantaratana
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943 University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003

ABS ACT Sequential PN code acquisition schemes If they are, the trackinF circuit is initiated. Otherwise, thehave the potential to achieve the best performance, but next uncertainty phase is examined. Hardware requirementsthey are the least analyzed because of the analytical difficul- of such schemes are minimal, but the complexity of the con-ties. In recent studies, we have proposed and investigated trol process increases. Various combinations of the serial
the truncated sequential probability ratio test (TSPRT) for search and the parallel search are possible.spread-spectrum noncoherent PN code acquisition. It was We have studied the TSPRT andfound that it was better
shown to be much better than the conventional fixed sam- than the FSS test in the ASN at fixed detection and false-ple size (FSS) scheme in the average sample number (ASN) alarm probabilities [2], [3], [4]. For system design purposes,at fixed detection and fake.alarm probabilities. For system the mean acquisition time is more suitable. In this paper, wedesign purposes, however, the mean acquisition time is more report results on the mean acquisition time for the TSPRT.
informative. In this paper, we report results on the mean ac-
quisition time for the TSPRT. Numerical data that includes
Rician fading effect is also presented. Our results show that
the proposed TSPRT is efficient, robust (against fading), 2 System Model
fast, and suitable for real-time low-cost implementation. The acquisition system under consideration is depicted in

Figure I. We assume that the channel has slowly-varying

I Introduction fading and additive white Gaussian noise with two-aidedpower spectral density N0/2. We also assume that thereIn direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS/SS) systems, the is no data modulation during the acquisition process. The
receiver must align the locally generated pseudonoise (PN) input signal at the receiver is
code with the incoming PN code. This code synchronization
process is usually performed in two steps: acquisition and r(t) = Aoba(t + iAT.) cos(wot + 0) + n(t)tracking. First, the acquisition process coarsely alins the
phases of the two PN sequences to within one chip or a where Ao is the signal amplitude, a(t) is the PN waveform, 0fraction of a chip. The tracking process then takes over and is the fading random variable, i is an integral phase number,perform fine adjustment until the phase difference becomes A is a value determining how much the timing of the localideally zero. PN generator is updateldduring the search process, T, is theExtensive research on PN code acquisitions has been car- chip duration, wo and 0 are the frequency and phase of theried out during the past two decades [1]. In general, acqui- carrier, and n(t) is the additive noise. If there is no fading,sition schemes can be classified into fixed-dweil, multiple- 0 = 1 with probability I. The value of A is usually 1 ordwell, and sequential schemes. Sequential schemes have the 1/2, meaning that the local phase is updated each time by
potential to achieve the best performance, but they are the Te or T./2.least studied because of the difficulty in design and analysis. The fading is assumed to be Rician, i.e., 0i has a RicianIn most reports on sequential schemes, the decision process probability density function (pdf) given by
is based on independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables. To obtain i.i.d. samples, the integrator
in each correlation arm was reset periodically, which could fq(b) = 20(l + r)e-'( 1 f)Io r)• •! >0, (2)
reduce the effective signal-to-noise ratio. We use continuous
inltegrations in our system. where r is the ratio of the power in the direct omponent

Since the acquisition process involves searching through whr it i the power in the di rect componentthe uncertainty Phases of the PN sequence, acquisition (.2) and the power in the diffused component (22), i.e.,schemes can also be classified into parallel, serial, and hy- r = .Sj(2), with the constraint that s2+ 2r3 = 1. Notebrid schemes. A parallel scheme inspects all the uncertainty that s = r/(l + r) and o2 = 0.5/(1 + r). When r = o
phases simultaneously and decides which is the most likely (or 0, = 0 and #2 = 1), it corresponds to no fading. Whenone. Each uncertainty phase is investigated by a path con- r = 0 (or s2 = 0 and o" = 0.5), we have Rayleigh fading, for
sisting of a correlator or a matched filter. If the period of
the PN sequence is large, parallel schemes would require ex- which case the pdf of 0 is given by fj(O) - 20te-03, 0 > 0.cessive hardware and, hence, are impractical. On the other Let the locally generated PN waveform be a(t + (j +hand, a serial scheme inspects one uncertainty phase at a 7)AT.), where j is an integer and II < 1/2. The receivedtime and determines whether the phase of the local sequence signal r(t) is first multiplied by the local PN waveform andand the phase of the incoming sequence are in alignment. then noncoherently demodulated (see Figure 1). The result

YT, is used by the decision processor to test if the local andT w wassupported bythe ArmyResearch OfficeunderGrant the incoming PN waveforms are aligned to within AT,/2No. DAALO3-91.G-0001. &-maI &ddramme: im=*e.nPavy.mil, seconds. When (coarse) ali. ment is achieved, we havej =
taaratansa4ersomum.edu i and the tracking circuit is initiated to bring 7 to zero.
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Otherwise, the phase of the local PN waveform is updated where
by AT, seconds and the acquisition process continues.

Referring to Figure 1, we see that the decision statistic, P..4 (z) -- piA',."W(z) (3)
y, is compared to some threshold values. In the case of g=i
TSPRT, the test will be truncated at some time instance with/P,.•(z) denoting the gain function going from state i
n = no. For time instance 1 < n < no, y, is compared td the gnquci gogfr state ato t o t res old , A n) nd ~ n) w-ereA~n > (n) If to the acquisition state ACQ and P, = 1/v = 1/2N. Can-
to two thresholds, A(n) and B(n), iZxere A(n) > Bn.i r tthe typical fo-rp igasdsusdi 5 nyn > A(n), then the processor will decide that A code trary to t (non-aignment) state
acquisition is achieved and the PN code trackin$ loop will [6], our gain functions for the H0 (non-alignment) states
be activated. If V, < B(n), then a non-synchronization sit- are not identical. More importantly, the time delays, tj's
uation will be decided; the local PN code timing will be are random variables instead of constants. We also do not
updated by AT, seconds, the integrators are reset, and a lump the four H, states into one single state, and our model
new test run is initiated. If y. is between A(n) and Bn), in Figure 3(a) describes the serial acquisition process more

newtet unisintiaed I y, s B~n, atsfctriy.Inspecting the flow-graph diagram, we canno decision will be made at time instance n; one more chip obtain:
duration will be integrated and the test continues for the
next value of n. If no decision has been made at time in- P,,- ) [(D.-t+M,_jD,,+M,,_jMDj
stance n = no - 1, the test is terminated at n = nc. In
this case, y,. is compared to one single threshold ¥' and a +M,,-1A4MiD2)(z)]/1[ - M1 ... M•(z)]
synchronization decision is favored if yno > f, otherwise,
a non-synchronization decision is favored if Yn, < e'. The Pyacq(z) = (D. + MD, + MM 1 D 2 + X M 1
designs of the truncation time no, thresholds f, A(n) and
B(n) have been discussed in details in [2], [3], and [41 for M."- 2 Dvi)(z)]/[1 - M 1 ... MW(z)]
fading as well as non-fading channels. In Figure 2 we show
a typical threshold design for the TSPRT. Pl,..q(z) = [(D1 + M1D2 + M1M2 . .. M-2D._i

3 Mean Acquisition Time +Mi ... M.-iD.)(z)j/[l - Mg ... MX(z)]

It was found in [2] that for fixed false-alarm and detection P2 ,aeq(Z) = [(A2 + M2 ... M,. 2 D,,_. + M2... M*,,ID.
probabilities, a properly designed TSPRT is superior to the +M2 - M.D,)(z)1/1 - M .,(z)] (4)
FSS test in the average sample number (ASN). For system
design purposes, the mean acquisition time, which is the Here, M(z) stands for the miss gain function and D(z)
average time for a test to achieve code acquisition, is a more the detection gain function. The above four expressions
desirable performance measure. In this paper, we present are the gain functions for the four states under eH. In
results on the mean acquisition time for the TSPRT. are th e v fu Icor the states whe n

In a serial search acquisition scheme, such as the TSPRT, particular, state v - 1 corresponds to the situation when
the mean acquisition time can be readily obtained using the n+7 = -1.5, state 2 for j +7 = -0.5, state 1 for j+eh = 0.5,
flow-graph technique [5], (6). We show a circular flow-4raph and state 2 for j + 7 - 1.5. All the other searching states
diagram for TSPRT in Figure 3(a). This flow-graph has a
total of v + 2 states. Two of these states are the acquisition P3acq(Z) = M3M4 ...
state and the false-alarm state, where the former is absorb-
ing and the latter is not. The remaining v = N/A states are P4,Geq(z) = M4 MS ... ,-2P. -I..q(Z)
searching states, where N is the PN code sequence period
and A (taken to be 1/2 in this paper) is the fraction of a chip
to be updated each time a non-synchronization decision ismade. We assume that the code tracking loop following the P,,-.,acq(z) = Mv_. 2 Pv,_.,,,,(z) (5)

acquisition circuit can successfully track the incoming code
phase if the phase offset is smaller than T. seconds. If we set These equations can be easily derived from the flow-graph
7 = 1/2, where yT, is the timing difference between the in- diagram. Next, we can find the individual gain functions as
coming and the locally generated PN waveforms when j = i, follows:
then a total of four states will correspond to Hi (alignment M') =
hypothesis), i.e., state v- 1, v, 1, and 2, as shown in Figure Ml•Z) - - 1))z
3(a); the corresponding detection probabilities and ASN's +Pd(P- l)(l- Pei(v -
can be evaluated [2]. In this paper, the prior probabilities,
pi's, are assumed to be uniformly distributed. Because a D•_.(z) = Pd(v - l)P¢d(a - 1)ztY-I+•:- (6)
false-alarm decision will be costly, a verification mode is also
incorporated in the scheme [5], where A or less additional where Pdfr - 1) is the detection probability and P•( -
tests are performed before making a final decision. The 1) the coincidence detector detection probability for state
initial decision will hold if B (< A) additional tests are fa- P - 1. The time delay t,._ 1 is a sum of A or less delay
vorable; otherwise, it is overturned and the search continues terms. Based on the early-termination coincidence detection
for the next searching state. In this paper, we assume that a process described in Figure 4, we may model the coincidence
counter is available and the coincidence detector (CD) em- detection probability P,,(v - 1) and the time delay t',-,
ploys an early termination mechanism in order to save time. respectively as:
In particular, the CD will terminate testing once B favor-
able tests are accumulated or when there is no chance that A-D FI -(A - 0)!
B favorable tests can be obtained. Figure 4 describes the P'd0V - 1) = (B 1)!(A -, - B)!
coincidence detection process in detail.

We are interested in finding the gain function P4 .,(z), j.0 (B _ 1)A - _ 1 B))
S- 1)) - (7)
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and +(Mv.-iM.D 1 )'(1) + (M.-.IMvMiD 2)'(1)]

A-B (A-j-1). (1 .P1(v -))AiB 41 - (M 1 M 2 M3 ... M.)1)-
U'._ = •I (B -)!(A1 - j - B)! +[D&,_ 1(1) + M.,_.D.D(1) + (M._.M.MD 1 )(1)

j=B +(M.,_IM, M I D2 )(1)j. [(M 1M 2 M3 ... M,)'(1))
•(Pd(&i - 1))B(A - j) .[1 - (MA1 MM 3 ... M.)(1)]- 2  (13)

B-I (A - B +-j)! (1 pdV 1))AB+i where
+E .j!(A - B)!jffo X-_•10) = (I - ed(JV - 1))._l

•(Pd(v - 1)Y(A - B + 1 +i) (8) M P.() -(I - P d(V -

Referring to Figure 4, we note that the coincidence detection
probability can also be written as and

Pcdt>, 1 - B1 (A - B+j)! I 1))A-B+1 V -- i(1) = Pd(v - l)P.d(v - 1)(t.-i + t 1-) (15)P.,(.- ~ ~ j!) -1B)!•,(1-e,
j-- The differentiation of a product of terms is made easy by

•(Pd(v - 1))' (9) using the chain rule:
f•(z)

We remark that the coincidence tests are statistically inde- (I k f(z))' = I1 A(Z). -E (16)
pendent. The early termination procedure saves time, but it
would not affect the coincidence detection probability, which S f(
is also equal to One can see that Mi(1) and Di(1) are constants, and each

A Pq(I) is a linear function of the time delays t4 and t.Pod(V - 1) = EIN" A! pd,((A-_ j) P(1 V- l))A-(PV(u _)( Thus, by replacing the time delays by their expected values,jl P -( we ca.n compute the mean acquisition time, E(T0 cq), where

The equivalence of equations (7), (9) and (10) can be E(T.,q) = Pcq(1)
verified by combinatorial arguments. With a straight- V
forward substitution of indices in the above expressions, = Epi,aeq(l) (17)
MaM(z), D,(z),Al(z), Di(z), M2 (z), and D2 (z) can be found i=1
similarly. or the fals-arm states, we can write

M3(z) = NFA3(z) + FA3(z) . RA(z) We note that

(11) E(t,_1 ) = ASN_.1 s . T, = ASN1 5 . T,
where E(tG) = ASN-o. 5 . T, = ASNo.0 .TeE(ti) = ASNo.s . T,
NFA3 (z) = (1 - P1a(3))z's + P1 8 (3)(I - P, 0 (3))z"+'' E(th) = ASNi.s - T.

FA 3 (z) = Pp.(3)P.18 (3)zP+t'3 E(h3 ) = E(t 4 ) =...= E(t.. -)

R(Z) = NT= (12) = ASN2 . Te = ASN2 . T, (18)

In the above equation, FAa(z) and NFAa(z) are the gain and
functions for the false-alarm and correct dismissal, respec-
tively, and RA(z) is the return gain function for state 3, E(1) = .E() (19)
which specify the penalty time incurred in returning from for each i, and where ci is known constant (see equation
the false-alarm (FA) state. The constant c is the number (8)). The values of ASN1 s, ASNo.5, and ASN 2 , plus all
of bit intervals elapsed before returning from the FA state. the detection and false alarm probabilities can be evaluated
Note that we have assumed that one bit duration is exactly using techniques described in (2].
one period of the PN code, which has N chips. Also note
that P1 ,(3) denotes the false-alarm probability, and P•j.(3)
the coincidence false-alarm probability, for state 3. The gain 4 Numerical Results and Discussions
functions for states 4, 5, ... , Y-2 are similar. The coincidence
false-alarm probabilities and time delays for these Ho states In this section we present results for the TSPRT with
can be evaluated using equations (7) and (8) by substituting chip SNR = A2TC/2N, = -10dB and PN code sequence
Pd with P1 .. period N = 102.*

The overall acquisition probability is given by P.1e(1), First, we set the design probabilities to be Pd = 0.99
which is equal to 1 because the ACQ state is the only ab- (at HI) and P1 . = 0.01 (at Ho). The ASN values and the
sorbing state in this case. The mean acquisition time, condi- power of the TSPRT were displayed in Table 1 for r = oc
tioning on all the time delays, is equal to the differentiation (no fading), r = 10, and r = 0 (Rayleigh fading). The
of P..,(z) (with respect to z) evaluated at z = 1. Towards TSPRT designed under our rules actually achieved a better
this end, we see that detection probability (- 0.9921) than the desirable value

(= 0.99) for r = oo. Note that fading reduced Pd(v), theF:_I,a.q(1) = y.,._Ixl) + (M,_.D.)'(1) detection probability, but it did not affect the ASN values
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significantly. We have considered different coincidence de- general theory," IEEE Trans. Commmn., Vol COM-32,
tector designs of (A, B). The number A is the maximum pp. 542 - 549, May 1984.
ý.dmber of additional coincidence tests to be performed be-
fore committing an acquisition decision and B is the number [6] A. Polydoros and C. L. Weber, "A unified approach to
of favorable tests required. For each A, there is an optimum serial search spread-spectrum code acquisition - Part
choice of B*. We computed several cases and evaluated the II: a matched-filter receiver," IEEE Trans. Commun.,
normalized mean acquisition time, E(T.,e)/T, in units of Vol. COM-32, pp. 550 - 560, May 1984.
number of bit intervals. The results were displyed in Table
2. For example, when A = 5 without early termination, we us(,,U U2

found that B" = 3, E(T.cq)/T = 163.5 bits for r = co (no .c; .
fading); likewise, when A = 3 with early termination, we (() sm

have B* = 2, E(Tecq)/T = 160.2 bits for r = 10 (moderate 0 Y

fading). s 0

Next, we tried different design probabilities and set Pd = a~ To X

0.9 (at HI) and Pta = 0.1 (at H0). Only the no fading case X je)d
was considered and the corresponding numerical results were 0

also included in Tables 1 and 2. To better understand the Im•-r,)

searching algorithm, we computed the individual time for ' hpdmai
the TSPRT to reach the acquisition state ARQ from each
of the 2N states in the flow-graph. In our model, the states
v - 1, v, 1, 2 correspond to H1, while all the other states Figure 1: Block diagram of noncoherent serial acquisition
3, 4 ..... ., , - 2 correspond to Ho. One can show that scheme.
for various typical coincidence detection scenarios, the time
to reach ACQ from one of the four H, states are relatively -

small, which was in the order of 10 bit intervals or less in --------- SPR-

these examples. Furthermore, one can also show that the sps"

time to acquire is the smallest when the start state is at I
S0- 1 or v, and that it is maximum at start state 3 (.
200 bits in these examples) and decreasing afterwards. For I,

systems with small P,0 , the mean acquisition time is roughly a ,
approximated by ASN 2 bits. We stress the important point -a __'"

that the time to acquire under H0 bears far much more a
weight than that would under H1. Our results suggest that Ge.
the H0 state should be the major design consideration and i.
P',acq(1) is an excellent parameter to optimize. , i

We conclude this paper as follows: (1) It pays to employ - -! -

the coincidence detector since the mean acquisition time can
be greatly reduced. (2) The design of the coincidence de- -

tector depends on various system parameters and there is .:
no simple rule; however, using (A, B) = 1 '), or (2,1), or , a2o .300 'tac

(2,2) suffices for a simple yet suboptim design. (3) The
TSPRT is quite robust against fading in terns of its mean Figure 2: Thresholds for the test in Figure 1.
acquisition time performance.
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.-0.99 Pd -0-9S. o.oi ..
dt P, 2. ol .01 If.o.1I

( 1P~ ))Xzt r a - ( - 10 r -. 01 r . .

"1.S 196.3 193.8 187.8 97.9

Ph(S) xt3 0.,-P, ASN0. j137.8 148.8 158. 80.6 A c e t i o ii

"" A2 157.8 155.3 155. 90.0 NTIS CRAMI
- DTIC TAB

Pd(v1. .1157 .1253 .1464 .2049 U1dsnfuc.-

A Pd (v) .9921 .9296 .7241 .9373

,=1) .9921 .9296 .7241 .9373 A~~2l

Pd(2) .1157 .1253 .1464 .2049 01st Avni ir

(b) I Pta .010 olo.0074 .0086S .0677

Figure 3: Circular flow-graph diagram for TSPRT. (a) gen- Table 1: TSPRT specifications.
eral (b) detailed.

P.0.99 p .oo1 Pd 0.9 ,Puo.1
d fa

no termination with termnation n° wIth

term, term.

r - r. 10 raO r. r,, 10 r.ao r.

0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0,

A ,0 208.8 194.3 224.0 208.8 194.3 224.0 437.3 437.3

A ,, I I , I , I , I , I , I . I . I,,

160.1 162.6 244. 160.1 162.6 244.4 122.8 122.8

A-s.O A2 2. . . 2 1. 1 2, .
101.4 160.1 195.0 159.8 160.0 194. 110.ý 104.4

A 134.j 162.189 1.0.4 160.8 186. 116.6 10.5.12, 2. 1, 3, 2. 1, 2, 3.* *i5A,,3 .163.0 2161.5 I,187.51 ,160.1 .160.2 1,87". 3114.2 ,107.5

A,, 4 104.7 182.2 !86.9 180.4 180.8 188.4 118.8 105.1

" A - 5 166.5 163.4 187.9 160.8 161.0 187.2 122.8 105.3

3. 2. 1, 8, 4. 1. 4, 5,
A-O 168.2 164.7 189.4 161.2 161.3 188.5 128.2 106.0

Figure 4: Coincidence detection with early termination. 3. 2 . 1, 1. 5, 2. 1. 6.

1, 2, . ,1 7, S. 2 , 4. fl,
A,7 169.9 166.0 191. 101.6 161.6 189.4 134.4 106.9

3, 2, 1, 8 6. 2. 5. 7.
A - 8 171. 167.3 192.8 162.01 162.1 190.3 140.5 108.0

Table 2: Mean acquisition time for TSPRT.
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